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U.S. News & World Report
The Athenæum
Civilization Strategies and Secrets
This is a detailed analysis of recent events in Iraqi and Afghan from a unique perspective -- that of East Asian battlefield
deception. Both nations were part of the Mongol Empire for over 200 years. Thus, the ancient Chinese blueprint for fooling
adversaries -- The 36 Stratagems -- are once again in play. When combined, they are powerful enough to make the loser think
he is winning. This book describes enemy progress and recommended countermeasures.

Press On!
Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon Island Thunder
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American Rifleman
Johnson's New Universal Cyclopædia
Strategic Rifleman
Produced by the Center for Strategic and International Studies (Washington, DC), this volume examines the Army's future by
looking at the balance of light, heavy, and middleweight units in its force structure, and investigates how light units can best
respond to the changes in orientation, strategy, and force composition resulting from the diminished Soviet threat. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Dept. of Defense Authorization for Appropriations for FY 2013,S. Hrg. 112-590, Pt. 1, 112-2 Hearings
Without more proficient infantry squads, U.S. forces may never be able to attack a fortified enemy position by complete
surprise. That's because no more than 14 people can successfully sneak up on one. After those 14 have cleared a path through
its perimeter obstacles and sentries, their parent unit can then secretly move in. That's a lot safer than storming the place with
guns blazing. As a result, many other nations now use such squads as the spearpoint of every attack and strongpoint for every
defense. Yet, because of the Pentagon's symbiotic relationship with this country's arms manufacturers, U.S. forces have never
developed such a capability. That may be largely why America hasn't decisively won a major overseas conflict since WWII.
Better squads require members with more skill and initiative. Such members can often make a strategic difference on their own
like spotting the hidden entrance to an underground ammunition dump. Thus, the term "Strategic Rifleman" is born.

Defense Issues
Civilization II Strategies and Secrets
Selected Official South African Strategic and Security Perceptions, 2001-2007
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Army
For the first time in U.S. literature, this in-depth study provides the worldwide state of the art for most small-unit infantry
maneuvers. U.S. units have two choices: (1) develop them from scratch through field experimentation; or (2) tailor the
recognized best to their specific situation. Those in their manuals have been based on maximizing firepower and overall control,
whereas the preferred procedures involve more surprise and individual initiative.

Johnson's New Universal Cyclopaedia: a Scientific and Popular Treasury of Useful Knowledge
Militant Tricks
Advanced-guard, Out-post, and Detachment Service of Troops
Light Forces & the Future of U.S. Military Strategy
Phantom Soldier
Master the all-new strategies of Civilization II, a totally revamped version of the original game which includes vastly improved
graphics and sound. The book also includes network play capabilities that allow up to seven players to participate
simultaneously online or on a network.

Infantry
With more worries at home, many Americans want to end all U.S. military involvement in Afghanistan and elsewhere. "Global
Warrior: Averting WWIII" proves even more involvement is necessary, but of a different kind. Since 9/11, the United States
has been under subliminal attack from three foreign elements: Islamist, Communist, and criminal. All three have been active
around the world's ocean chokepoints as well. With an in-depth look at Pakistan/Afghanistan, Somalia, Yemen, and Thailand,
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this book investigates the degree of collusion between dissimilar elements. While significant, this expanding threat need not
metastasize into a global conflagration. With a different kind of expeditionary presence, the Pentagon could prevent any
escalation. Killing figurehead leaders with drone missiles is not the answer. The remedy is in more widespread involvement at
the community level. Without local security, there can be no working democracy. What if there were no expensive overseas
support bases, just a myriad of semi-independent light infantry squads paying locally for what they required in the way of
supplies. Their job would be to help friendly government paramilitary police to man contested outposts. Instead of occupiers,
the young Americans would be foreign-aid workers in the law enforcement sector. Fully adept at small-unit maneuver,
escape/evasion, evidence collection, and imparting those skills to others, the squads in each country would collectively function
as enough of a force multiplier to save that country. Just to contend with the 1.2 million Chinese and North Korean special
operators, this is the only way to now stabilize the Free World. Because the "modus operandi" of the organized criminal and
revolutionary Islamist are virtually identical to those of the Communist, those squads would be suppressing all three threats
without the U.S. government ever having to confront the instigating nation."Global Warrior" follows this strategic suggestion
with application details. The emphasis this time in not on squad tactics, but rather individual tactics. To form better teams and
squads, one must first have more surprise-oriented riflemen. That's why this book has chapters on advanced infantryman and
policeman tactics. American eighteen-year-olds have always had the potential for so challenging a mission, but that potential
has too often fallen victim to headquarters control. This is an exciting read about the world's most pressing, yet underdiscussed, challenge. Fully illustrated and referenced, it is a celebration of the American spirit.

The Military Gazette
Armed Forces Journal International
Warcraft
Tequila Junction
British Strategic Priorities in the 1990s
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The Parliamentary Debates (Hansard).
Global Warrior
Only recently have American military thinkers begun to fully understand the paradoxical, highly deceptive, loosely controlled
infantry tactics of former adversaries. From the author of The Last Hundred Yards: the NCO's Contribution to Warfare, comes
this gut-wrenching look into past battles through the eyes of an enemy soldier. Overemphasis on rank, technology, and longrange warfare has created a significant shortfall in the short-range combat skills of the U.S. military. This shortfall will
continue to cost lives until it is fixed. America?s opponents have been using a different style of warfare. Their emphasis has
been on short-range combat and the individual soldier. They seldom attack without (1) reconnoitering their objective from the
inside with sappers, and (2) punching a hole in the defenders? lines with a squad or a platoon. Even at the small-unit level, their
actions are designed to look like something else. At the squad level, combat can be like football. But squads need more than one
prerehearsed technique for each expected situation, or they become too predictable. Several techniques can double as a squad
leader?s possible ?courses of action.? They can be numbered and quickly discussed with subordinate team leaders through
hand-and-arm signals. There's a less expensive and more enjoyable way to train.

Department of Defense Authorization for Appropriations for Fiscal Year 2013 and the Future Years Defense
Program: Military posture
Phantom Soldier may be the most comprehensive treatise on Oriental warfare ever produced in the West. Well researched and
illustrated, it sheds new light on what an Eastern infantry unit can do: (1) alternate between guerrilla, mobile, and positional
warfare; (2) use "ordinary forces" to engage and "extraordinary forces" to beat an opponent, and (3) dodge any counterstroke.
By identifying pronounced trends in the small-unit technique of every foe since WWI, this book reveals how future adversaries
will fight. This will be the first generation of U.S. infantrymen to be told. Just knowing should double their chances of survival.
While what occurred in history does not change, one's perception of it does , as he comes to better understand a highly
deceptive former adversary. To see what may have occurred at Guadalcanal, Iwo Jima, the Chosin Reservoir, Hue City, and
other Vietnam battlefields, one must come to appreciate the "false face" and art of delay. An Oriental unit will tactically
withdraw to undermine the opposition?s resolve and save its own soldiers' lives. By revealing how Asian soldiers hold their
own without resupply, tanks, or air support, Phantom Soldier shows what U.S. infantrymen must do to survive the more lethal
weaponry of the 21st century. This is must-reading for combat leader and concerned citizen alike.

Strategic Digest
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Tequila Junction is a two-part counterinsurgency manual. The first part has been dedicated to the intelligence situation within
Latin America as of June 2008. It shows how the various cartels, maras, guerrilla movements, and terrorist factions have been
cooperating. It also points to a non-Muslim coordinator. The second part contains advanced counterinsurgency techniques
(many of which would work well in Iraq or Afghanistan). Among the later chapters are "Deep-Interdiction," "Buffer Zones," and
"Working a Heavily Populated Area." With 88 illustrations and many exciting vignettes, this extremely readable volume should
help America's finest to win the Wars on both Terror and Drugs.

Johnson's New Universal Cyclopædia: A-E
The Red Army Today
The Battles of Cross Keys and Port Republic
Strategy for Survival
Army Information Digest
Johnson's New Universal Cyclopaedia: A-E
This Island Trip Is No Vacation -Exhaustive stealth strategy for eight new single-player missions and five new multiplayer
maps -Get ahead of the pack with exclusive mission maps revealing all enemy positions -Expert weapon tips for the entire
arsenal, including the M4 SOCOM, the SR-25 sniper rifle, and 10 other new multiplayer weapons -Advanced tips for online
Xbox "Live"TM play -In-depth fighting tips, including one-shot kills and advice on the real-time orders system -Battle scenarios
for all four soldier types -Unlock secret combat specialists -Complete in-depth walkthroughs for each Island Thunder mission

Western Pacific Operations
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Civilization is the most highly rated and bestselling simulation game ever made. This book takes readers behind the scenes as
they learn about this game through an interview with its creators and obtain insight into the best strategies to use. The book
helps the computer user install the software, discusses secrets, "cheat keys", and programs and unlocks hidden strategies.

Super-squad
Johnson's Universal Cyclopaedia
Provides walkthroughs, tactical maps, mission strategies, and the basics of multiplayer games.

One More Bridge to Cross
The Role of Corridors
The Marine Corps Gazette
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